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If you guessed E, you’re absolutely right. Did you know that if every Colby alum gave
$25 to the Colby Fund, over a half million dollars would be generated to help provide an
inspiring college experience for deserving students? That’s the power of participation.

Every gift matters.
Please make yours today.
www.colby.edu/give
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The Spanish Lady
Professor Barbara Nelson started her language-instruction Web
site on a dare. Now it has attracted a worldwide following of
students, high school teachers, and fellow professors who say
that Nelson’s highly interactive site is in a class of its own.

The Real NCIS
Millions of viewers know the Naval Criminal Investigative Service
through the television drama NCIS. Tom Betro ’81 knows it as a
former agent who runs the global crime- and terrorism-fighting
agency—and has been consulted by his TV counterparts.
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An Activist Womanhood | Professor Cheryl Townsend Gilkes
delivered a Black History Month address at Michigan State Feb. 26.
“Yet With a Steady Beat: An Activist Womanhood,” can be heard
online.
Keyword: Gilkes

< Ballroom Blitz | Alexandra Desaulniers ’11 didn’t expect to find
a hotbed of ballroom dancing in Winslow, Maine. But that’s how it
turned out when she and Corey Martin ’10 volunteered to ready 100
students for a Winslow High show.
Keyword: ballroom

Of Consequence | Jody Zorgdrager ’89 reads from her new book of
poetry, Of Consequence. Her reflections transform seemingly prosaic
details and moments.
Keyword: poetry

Projection
To raise awareness of eating disorders, Aleah Starr ’11
created a multimedia exhibit that brings together real
people, photography, and stories. As shown here, words
are projected on bodies in white T-shirts. Starr plans
to take her exhibit to other schools and colleges.
Photo by Kristin Nissen ’11
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